WILD CITIES

TEST LEVEL 2

Name:

the six true things about London.
1 Tick
1 Eight million people live in London.
2 The Romans built London almost 2,000 years ago.
3 Animals cannot live in the River Thames because it is too dirty.
4 A fox made its home in London’s tallest building, the Shard.
5 London is home to the fastest bird on Earth, the peregrine falcon.
6 The mice in London’s underground train tunnels are frightened of the noisy trains.
7 People hunt the deer in Richmond Park now.
8 Thousands of parakeets from Africa and Asia live in London.
9 Stag beetles love living in the wild parts of London’s parks and gardens.
/6
2 For each question, choose the correct birds: A (cormorants), B (kingfishers)
or C (jungle crows).
1 Which birds are good at catching fish in the sea?
A
B
C
2 Which birds are very intelligent?
A
B
C
3 Which birds can you see in the city now but not in the past?
A
B
C
4 Which birds fly quickly?
A
B
C
5 Which birds live near the sea?
A
B
C
6 Which birds take food from pet dogs?
A
B
C
7 Which birds wait outside restaurants?
A
B
C
/7
3 Complete the sentences about Chapter Three. Use one, two or three words.
1 Berlin is one of
in Europe.
2 There are lots of small roads between

in the city.

3 There are also thousands of small places for people to grow

.
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4 These gardens help

wildlife to the city too.
5 Now
make their homes in Berlin than in the country around it.
6 Sometimes it is possible to see a fox on the
.
/6
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4 Write goshawks, rabbits, raccoons, stone martens or wild boars.
1 Berlin has more
than any other city in the world.
2
can smell food from more than three kilometres away.
3
are intelligent, and they can open rubbish bins.
4 Sometimes
bite and attack cars.
5 Thousands of wild
lived near the Berlin Wall.
/5

5 Circle the correct words.
1 Sydney is Australia’s oldest / youngest city, with blue skies, long beaches and big harbours.
2 Sydney Harbour is very big / small. There are about 600 different species of fish in the water.
3 Thousands of humpback whales travel from Antarctica towards colder / warmer waters.
4 Wallabies are in the same family as kangaroos but they are bigger / smaller.
5 Kangaroos and wallabies usually stay away from the busy / quiet parts of the city.
6 The Sydney funnel-web spider gives a very bad / good bite.
/6

6 Read these sentences about Chapter Four. Write T (true) or F (false) or DS (does not say).
1 Flying foxes are bats.
2 They sleep at night and look for food in the day.
3 The brushtail possum is very good at climbing
4 The ringtail possum holds on to branches with its tail, but it cannot see very well.
5 The sugar glider likes eating flowers and fruit.
6 Sydney’s owls cannot find food easily in the city.
/6

7 Answer the questions about Chapter Five.
1 How many wild red squirrels live in Royal Łazienki Park?
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2 Which animals sometimes come into the city from Kampinos National Park?

3 What are they frightened by?
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4 Where did people make a home for terns?

5 Why do the white-tailed eagles not hunt in lakes and rivers in winter?

Because
6 What can lynxes do?

/6
8 Correct the sentences. The bold words are incorrect.
1 Between December and May, you can often see whales in Cape Town.

2 Dassies live on Cape Town’s Table Mountain, and they like eating the small animals there.

3 African elephants first came to Cape Town in the 1980s.

4 The orange-breasted sunbird has the darkest feathers.

5 Chacma baboons can drive cars, and take things from shopping bags.

6 Sharks swim near the island because they like eating people.

/6
9 Answer the questions. Choose numbers from the box.
1.6 billion

five

500

nine

more than 200

in 1858
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1 When did Central Park open?
2 How many different bird species are there in the park?
3 How many different species of turtle live in Turtle Pond in Central Park?
4 How many different species of bat are there in New York?
5 How many insects can some bats eat in one hour?

/6

6 How many pavement ants live in New York?
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10 Choose the correct answers (a, b, c or d) for Chapter Eight.
1 Where is Singapore?
2 Why did otters come back to Singapore?
a in the middle of another country
a Because of new species of fish.
b near the mountains
b Because people brought them back.
c on an island
c Because people stopped killing them.
d on two sides of a river
d Because the water is cleaner now.
3 What do otters like?
4 What does the oriental pied hornbill have?
a cars
a a curved beak
b city life
b a long beak
c country life
c a short beak
d people
d no horn
5 Where do Javan mynahs sometimes look for food?
6 What do pangolins have?
a in people’s houses
a fur
b in rubbish trucks
b horns
c on boats
c scales
d in trees
d wings
/6
11 Circle the correct prepositions.
Many people visit Paris every year. But there is more to see 1 at / in / on this French city than the
Eiffel Tower. Look 2 down / through / up at the rivers and 3 down / under / up at the roofs and
you can see some wonderful city wildlife.
Look 4 into / onto / out of the Parisian sky and maybe you will see kestrels. These birds are a
species of falcon and they can fly very fast. They make nests 5 at / of / off the top of some of the city’s
tallest buildings. They came 6 for / from / to the city more than 100 years ago. They enjoy city life.
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/6
12 Complete the text. Choose one word for each gap.
in Paris. They sit on roofs, walls and windows.
There are pigeons 1
2
people do not like them, because they are not clean and they can
3
buildings dirty. But in the past, pigeons helped 4
.
Sometimes, they carried important messages.
flowers for
There are a lot of bees in Paris. They like it because there are 5
them to visit. And they are strong. In 2019, there was 6
big fire at Notre Dame
Cathedral. There were 180,000 bees that lived on the roof and they survived!
1 everywhere
nowhere
somewhere
2 Any
No
Some
3 make
making
to make
4 our
us
we
5 lots
many
much
/6
6 a
an
the
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13 Complete the sentences. Choose the correct words from the box.
to survive

to make

to help

to live

to eat

to see

1 People in Beijing are trying
2
3
4
5
6

more parks and green places.
It is possible
hog badgers in the woods on the edge of the city.
There are lots of things there for Amur hedgehogs
in the parks and
gardens of Beijing.
You can help hedgehogs
by making your garden open for them.
Beijing grew very quickly, and many animals had to learn
in this
different home.
People are trying
swifts. They are building special nesting boxes on
high walls for them.
/6

14 Complete the text. Choose the correct words. There are two extra words.
dolphins

rubbish
dangerous

cleaned
warm

nests
creatures

survived

in the
You are always close to the sea in Mumbai and there are wonderful 1
2
water. Sometimes you can see whales and
. Olive Ridley turtles come out of
3
the sea because they want to make
on Mumbai’s Versova beach. These small
turtles love 4
water. They did not come for many years because the beach was
5
too dirty, with
everywhere. Then some people 6
it and
in 2018 the turtles came back.
/6
15 Match the animals in the box with the facts about them.
leopards

black kites

macaque monkeys

flamingoes

1 They eat algae and it turns their feathers pink.
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2 They are very good at climbing and jumping trees, and sometimes they come into the city

and look for food.
3 You can often see them in the sky over Mumbai. They like eating small mammals and
other creatures.
4 They live in the city’s Sanjay Gandhi National Park. At night, they sometimes come to the edges
of the city to look for dogs and pigs in the street in Mumbai.
/4
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16 Choose the correct verbs.
1 Seoul has / is having thousands of stray cats.
2 In the past, these cats are / were pets, but now they have no home.
3 Some people give / gave them food and water and help them to survive.
4 Brown-eared bulbuls like / are liking life in the city.
5 In 2017, two boars come / came into a mobile-phone shop in Seoul!
6 You are hearing / will hear cicadas in Seoul in summer. They are very loud!
/6

17 Complete these lists. Put the words from the box into the correct categories.
quill

coyote
Christmas tree

porcupine
apple

fur
tail

moose
grass

Animals:
Animals’ food:
Parts of animals:
/9

18 Complete the sentences. Write the correct indefinite pronouns formed with some,
any, every or no.
1 In the 1950s, the River Thames was very dirty.
could live in it.
2 Today, doctors can do
about the funnel-web spider bite and people do not die.
3 New York is a busy city. There are people and yellow taxis and tall buildings
.
4 Coyotes in the city eat
.
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/4

19 Complete the sentences. Write as or too.
1 In winter, the water is
cold, and the eagles come to the Vistula River.
2 The water in the city is not
cold.
3 There are not
many swifts today.
4 They did not come for many years because the beach was
dirty,
with rubbish everywhere.
/4
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20 Read the definitions. Choose the correct words from the box. There are two extra
words.
pet

attack
past

wildlife
sharp

smell
bite

insect
hunt

mammal
species

1 Animals, birds and plants.
2 A large group of animals. They are the same in some ways.
3 To look for an animal and then kill it.
4 To cut a person or thing with your teeth.
5 A very small animal with six legs.
6 Its babies drink milk from its body.
7 Not a wild animal.
8 You use your nose to do this.
9 The time before now.

/9

/120
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